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Abstract

The Arctic is warming approximately two time faster than the entire globe, producing
considerable local environmental changes that not only affect the fragile Arctic ecosystem
but cause also significant socio-economic impacts on the midlatitudes and influence global
climate and ocean circulation.
In this context the Arctic warm extremes are receiving a growing attention. Until now
they have been studied mostly from a overall point of view, considering their mean
characteristics and precursors, or focusing on single particularly intense events.
This thesis work aims to classify them on the base of their large scale circulation features.

Firstly, a definition of Arctic heatwave is proposed, combining the methodology used
by some recent studies for identifying Arctic warm extremes with the structure common
to the majority of the heatwave definitions used in scientific literature.

Then Arctic heatwaves are classified, separately for each season, on the base of their
500-hPa geopotential height anomaly maps in the extra-tropical Northern Hemisphere.
Particular attention is given to winter extremes.
On the basis of a clustering method, winter events are grouped in three different circulation
patterns. Two of these latter are characterized by a pronounced anticyclonic anomaly in
the Eurasian sector of the Arctic and by an extensive cold anomaly over southern Siberia
(WACE pattern). The third circulation regime is composed by a limited number of events
and is countersigned by the prevalence of cyclonic anomalies in the Arctic region. The
temporal series of these three regimes shows decadal variations that suggest possible
periodicities or Arctic temperature trend dependencies.
In the other seasons the circulation regime with the highest number of heatwaves is
characterized by an anticyclonic anomaly over the high Arctic.
Finally, both on a seasonal level and for single regimes a strong positive correlation
between heatwave duration and intensity is observed.
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Sommario

L’Artico si sta riscaldando a una velocità pressoché doppia rispetto alla media globale,
producendo notevoli cambiamenti ambientali che non si ripercuotono solo sul fragile
ecosistema artico ma anche sulle attività socio-economiche e commerciali delle medie
latitudini, sul clima globale e sulla circolazione oceanica.
In questo contesto gli estremi caldi nell’Artico stanno ricevendo un’attenzione crescente.
Fino ad ora sono stati studiati prevalentemente da un punto di vista complessivo, consi-
derando le loro caratteristiche e precursori medi, oppure, al contrario, focalizzandosi su
singoli eventi particolarmente intensi.
Questo lavoro di tesi è volto a classificarli in base alle loro configurazioni di circolazione a
scala emisferica (tropici esclusi).

Per prima cosa, viene proposta una definizione di Arctic heatwave ottenuta combinando
la metodologia usata da alcuni recenti studi per identificare gli estremi di temperatura
nell’Artico con la struttura comune alla maggioranza delle definizioni di heatwave usate
in letteratura.

Successivamente le Arctic heatwave sono classificate, separatamente per ogni stagione,
sulla base delle loro mappe (30-90°N) di anomalia dell’altezza di geopotenziale a 500 hPa.
Un’attenzione particolare è rivolta agli estremi invernali.
Tramite un algoritmo di clustering, gli eventi invernali sono suddivisi in tre diversi
regimi di circolazione. Due di essi sono caratterizzati da una pronunciata anomalia
anticiclonica nel settore artico euro-asiatico e presentano una estesa anomalia negativa di
temperatura sulla Siberia meridionale (WACE pattern). Il terzo regime di circolazione è
composto da un numero ristretto di eventi ed è contraddistinto dal prevalere di anomalie
cicloniche nell’artico. La serie temporale di questi tre regimi mostra variazioni decadali
che suggeriscono possibili periodicità o dipendenze dal trend di temperatura dell’Artico.
In ognuna delle altre stagioni il regime di circolazione composto dal maggior numero di
eventi è caratterizzato da una anomalia anticiclonica nell’alto Artico.
Infine, sia a livello stagionale che dei singoli regimi si osserva una forte correlazione
positiva tra durata e intensità degli eventi.
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1 | Introduction

1.1 Heatwaves and their definitions
Heatwaves (HWs) are periods of abnormally hot weather. Whether they have increased

in frequency, duration, and/or amplitude is a much-debated issue in climate science. On
a global scale, there is a medium level of confidence that they have increased in frequency
and/or duration (IPCC, 2013).
Mean temperature trends may be perceived most through the impacts of extremes,
although these are to a large degree dependent on the system under consideration,
including its vulnerability, resiliency and capacity for adaptation and mitigation. An
extreme weather event becomes a disaster when society and/or ecosystems are unable
to cope with it effectively. Growing human vulnerability (due to growing numbers of
people living in exposed and marginal areas or due to the development of more high-value
property in high-risk zones) is increasing the risk, while human endeavours (such as by
local governments) try to mitigate possible effects.

It has been discussed for some time in the climate science literature (Mearns et
al. 1984 [72]; Katz and Brown 1992 [54]; Nicholls et al. 1996 [80]; Boer and Lambert
2001 [14]) that small changes in average temperature can result in disproportionately
larger changes in the intensity and frequency of extremes. Figure 1.1, extracted from
the Intergovernmental Panel for Climate Change (IPCC) Special Report on Extremes
(SREX, IPCC, 2012), summarizes how extreme temperature can change in response to a
shift in mean temperature, or a change in variability. In many regions, both a shift in
mean temperature and variability are reported to be occurring, thus having a combined
influence on the increase of hot temperature extremes. Extreme temperature can be
categorized in many ways, one of which is heatwaves (HWs).

While the HW definition may vary across different studies (see Section 1.1), a wide
consensus exists on the implications of the strongest events on agriculture and land
ecosystems (Ciais et al., 2005 [21]), wildfires and air pollution (Vautard et al. 2005 [130]),
human comfort and mortality (WHO 2004 [58] 2010 [83]), and power shortages (Fink et
al. 2004 [33]), amongst others.
Persistent periods of very high temperature have a strong impact on human health
(Tomczyk and Bednorz 2016 [125]). In 2003, an intense heatwave occurred over Western
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Figure 1.1: Schematics showing changes in extreme temperature in relation to shifts
in average temperature (a) and variability (b). The gray curve represents the current
climate, the black dashed curve represents a climate with the respective shift. Note that
a shift in the mean infers higher frequencies of hot weather, as well as hot extremes that
were extremely rare in the original distribution. A shift in variability only can result in
extremes in both hot and cold weather. Adapted from Figure SPM.3 of IPCC (2012) by
Perkins 2015 [92].

Europe, with temperatures the highest since 1500 (Luterbacher et al. 2004 [67]). This
event was responsible for over 70 000 deaths (Coumou and Rahmstorf 2012 [24]). The
2010 Russian heatwave, which lasted over a month, killed around 54 000 individuals
(McMichael and Lindgren 2011 [71]). In 2009 a heatwave over south eastern Australia
had been associated with 374 human deaths, double that of the bushfire that followed
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(Victorian Department of Health 2009). Indeed, heatwaves have been dubbed the “silent
killer”, as they generally exacerbates underlying medical conditions. Thus it is likely
that the true number of heatwave-related deaths is underestimated Perkins 2015 [92].
Moreover, it is not necessarily the daytime heat which is always responsible for morbidity
and mortality, humans need lower nighttime temperatures to recuperate. In the most
extreme heatwaves, such as the 2003 European heatwave, nighttime temperatures were
abnormally high, which contributed largely to the final death toll (Trigo et al. 2005
[126]).
Another system adversely impacted by heatwaves is human infrastructures. Heat waves
may physically damage electricity infrastructures (Depietri et al. 2012 [27]), causing
problems for both energy generation and transmission (Matzarakis and Nastos 2011 [69]).
Australian heatwaves have caused railways to buckle (McEvoy et al. 2012 [70]) and put
an enormous strain on power supply (Colombo et al. 1999 [23]), having knock-on effects
to human health (e.g. Wrigley et al. 2006 [140]). Parts of the United States are projected
to fall short of the required energy load by almost 20%, with increasing temperature
extremes in the future mapped on to current infrastructures (Miller et al. 2008 [74]).
Future trends in heat waves may also influence the supply of water. Runoff production
and river discharge is expected to be anti-correlated with anomalous hot weather (this
was confirmed by Zampieri et al. 2016 [142] for the Alpine region). In fact, heat waves
cause an increase of evapo-transpiration that reduces soil moisture, and soil moisture
deficit itself can act as an amplifier of heat waves amplitude (see e.g. Seneviratne et al.
2010 [116]; van den Hurk et al. 2011 [127]) inducing a positive feedback. The combined
surface temperature warming and the reduction in water availability during HWs showed
the vulnerability of the energy sector in Europe and around the world (van Vliet et al.
2013 [129]; Scanlon et al. 2013 [111]; Koch and Vogele 2009 [57]).
Agricultural industries are also adversely impacted by extreme heat. Russian grain
harvests suffered a loss of 30% after the 2010 event (Barriopedro et al. 2011 [10]), due
to sensitive tolerances that affect grain filling and reproduction (Barlow et al. 2013 [8]).
Other crops such as rice are also impacted by extreme temperatures (Lanning et al. 2011
[60]), as are bovine livestock and their milk production (Dunn et al. 2014 [30]).
Natural ecosystems are also finely in tune with their surrounding habitats, and are
generally only tolerant to specific temperatures. Whole terrestrial ecosystems (as well
as human property) are also at risk of increased fire danger during and directly after a
heatwave. The intense temperatures further exacerbate the drying of vegetation, which,
due to preceding conditions, is likely already very dry. Thus, the likelihood of combustion
after ignition is increased [92]. This is extremely evident in the recent numerous and
extended wildfires over Siberia, Australia and California.

It is also worth remembering that heatwaves are not restricted to land, they can also
occur in the ocean. A marine heatwave over Western Australia in 2010/2011 caused
catastrophic damage to local seaweed populations, and the first-ever coral bleaching event
on the local reefs (Smale and Wernberg 2013 [119]; Wernberg et al. 2013 [134]). A 2012
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Marine heatwave in the northwest Atlantic seriously impacted local fish species, inducing
concern of increased frequency of similar events as the global climate continues to warm
(Mills et al. 2013 [75]).

Not only HW in summer periods, but also warm spells during coldest months can
have marked consequences for environmental and socioeconomic systems, especially those
warm spells in regions where snow has a major influence on the economy, ecology, and
water availability (Beniston, 2005 [11]). Thus, HW periods during winter have been
shown to cause floods, result in poor skiing conditions, and disrupt crop production
(Shabbar and Bonsal 2003 [117]; Beniston et al. 2007 [12]). In Sierra Nevada (south of
Spain) winter snow accumulation controls more than 40% of the spring runoff, which
determines the capability to fill the reservoirs which supply water for large irrigation
areas in the Alpujarras Guadalfeo Valley, and permits ski tourism, which is currently the
main economic activity of that area. Thus, an increase in the frequency and magnitude
of warm spells could have particular importance for the hydrology and economy of the
region (Barcena-Martin et al. 2019 [7]).

Therefore, heatwaves can involve devastating impacts in all season and in different
areas (from natural ecosystems to energy infrastructure, from human health to several
economic sectors), and the scientific and public concern about them is increasing in a
global warming and population growing scenario.

The next part of this Section shows an overview of the several ways to measure them
and focuses on the main methods.

There are many ways to define a heat event, and what constitutes one can vary
considerably depending on the meteorological variables or impacts of interest (Horton
et al. 2016 [50]). Temperature is often the only quantity used in heat event definitions
due to its nearubiquitous measurement; moisture is rarely incorporated despite its strong
correlation with thermal stress in humans and other large mammals (e.g. Davis et al.
2016 [26]). While three heat event metrics—magnitude, duration, and frequency—are of
general importance, the myriad ways to define heat events imply that there are no simple
answers to definitional questions about event thresholds (“what magnitude temperature
anomaly is required?”) or scope (“over what spatial and temporal scales?”). Another
major distinction concerns definitions based on absolute temperatures versus percentiles.
Absolute temperatures are of central importance for many societal and environmental
impacts, such as the biophysical heat tolerances of mammals or the resilience of in-
frastructure. Therefore many national meteorological agencies (e.g. Netherlands’ and
China’s ones) issue warnings to health services when absolute thresholds are predicted to
be exceeded, as reported in Barcena-Martin et al. 2019 [7]. In the United States, the
National Weather Service suggests early warning when the daytime heat index (including
adjustment for humidity) reaches 40.6 °C and a night-time minimum temperature of 26.7
°C persists for at least 48 hr (Gershunov et al., 2009 [38]).
Percentiles relative to the local climatology facilitate comparisons across locations and
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over time given differences in tolerance and preparedness (e.g. Anderson and Bell 2009
[2]), and when model and observational climatologies differ. For this reason percentile
threshold are the most common approach used in climatology.
Such a multitude of definitions points to a need for more work on creating a standardized
set, foremost to facilitate inter-study comparison and to increase sample sizes of upper-tail
temperature events given large natural variability. Under the aegis of the World Climate
Research Programme, an extremes standardization for observations and reanalysis is
underway, motivated by the strict requirements of detection and attribution. The Expert
Team on Climate Change Detection and Indices (ETCCDI) has defined 27 internationally-
agreed indices of climate extremes (17 of which measure extreme temperature) based on
daily data. This list includes a variety of percentile, absolute threshold, duration, and
range-based temperature indices (see Figure 1.2). The ETCCDI indices have been, and
still are, widely applied to observational and climate model data to understand previous
and future changes in extreme events.

Figure 1.2: 17 measures of extreme temperature proposed by ETCCDI (taken from
Perkins 2015 [92]).

Our review reveals that the majority of HW definition in scientific literature share
the same structure:

1. consider a daily temperature variable;

2. use a percentile threshold to be exceeded by the variable;

3. request a minimum number of consecutive days above the threshold.

The chosen variable is often the daily maximum temperature (Fischer and Schär 2010
[34]; Perkins and Alexander 2012 [93]; Photiadou et al. 2013 [98]; Russo et al. 2014
[107], 2015 [108]; Rohini et al. 2016 [105]; Zampieri et al. 2016 [142]; Zschenderlein et al.
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2019 [144]; Barcena-Martin et al. 2019 [7]; Zhang et al. 2020 [143]; Perkins-Kirkpatrick
and Lewis 2020 [94]). Perkins and Alexander 2012 [93] propose also the minimum daily
temperature. Parker et al. 2013 [90], Quinting and Reeder 2017 [101] and Barcena-Martin
et al. 2019 [7] request a double condition considering both maximum and minimum daily
temperature. Finally, Messori et al. 2018 [73] used daily mean temperature anomaly,
whereas Reis et al. 2019 [104] used daily maximum temperature anomaly.

The majority of definition adopt the 90thpct, but also the 95thpct is common (e.g.
Stefanon et al. 2012 [122] and Barcena-Martin et al. 2019 [7]). A crucial step of the
definition is the decision of the set of values from which the percentile is calculated. The
most common design is the collection of all the x-day running window (possible values of
x are 3, 15, 21, 31) belonging to a fixed (in most cases) or moving (e.g. Barcena-Martin
et al. 2019 [7]) set of years. Obviously if the set of years is fixed (in which case is
called ‘reference period’) climatological treds in mean temperature affect the measure of
heatwave frequency and intensity. The x-day running window allows to account for the
seasonal cycle.
In some cases, instead of the x-day running window, the monthly climatology is used
(e.g. Parker et al. 2013 [90]; Quinting and Reeder 2017 [101]).

The minimum temporal duration is set on the base of the purpose of the study and
on the climate variability of the region of interest. However the most common threshold
is 3 days (Perkins and Alexander 2012 [93]; Parker et al. 2013 [90]; Rohini et al. 2016
[105]; Barcena-Martin et al. 2019 [7]; Perkins-Kirkpatrick and Lewis 2020 [94]), but also
4 (Stefanon et al. 2012 [122]; Zhang et al. 2020 [143]), 5 (Spensberger et al. 2020 [121])
and 6 (Fischer and Schär 2010 [34]; Matthes et al. 2015 [68]) are used.

Typically heatwaves have a considerable spatial extent (hundreds of thousand km2)
in accordance with the synoptic-scale nature of its drivers (typically a quasi-stationary
high-pressure system [92]). Many studies do not include a spatial extent criterion in the
definition of heatwaves. On the other hand, for those studies that impose a large-scale
requirement the two most usual approaches are to apply the aforesaid definition to the
temperature variable averaged over the region of interest (e.g. Reis et al. 2019 [104];
Perkins-Kirkpatrick and Lewis 2020 [94]) or to require the conditions to be satisfied over
a certain percentage of the study domain (e.g. Spensberger et al. 2020 [121]).

Here different definitions of HW adopted in scientific literature are reviewed to better
identify similarities and differences among them.
First, the definition adopted by Stefanon et al. 2012 [122], tailored to study European
and Mediterranean heatwaves, is reported. For a given day d at a given grid-point, the
threshold is the 95th percentile of the set of data Ad defined by:

Ad =
2009⋃

y=1950

d+10⋃
i=d−10

Ty,i

where ⋃ denotes the union of sets and Ty,i is the local temperature value for day i of year
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y.
Furthermore, taking a square of side L=3.75° (in latitude and longitude), there must be
at least a fraction α=0.6 of the surface where the temperature exceeds the 95th percentile,
using weights on the cosine of latitude. In this case, the central point of the square is
retained as a heatwave point.
The above criteria are to be satisfied over at least four consecutive days. The temporal
criterion is applied counting also adjacent regions. More precisely, when two heatwave
squares overlap by more than 40% of their surface, they are retained as one single coherent
event. This criterion allows to smooth off some of the intermittency in the temperature
signal, as well as to account for propagating phenomena.
This articulated definition allows to give a spatial representation of the heatwaves suited
for further pattern analyses and classifications (see Figure 1.3).

Another significant definition of heatwaves is that created by Russo et al. 2015 [108]
because it has a typical structure and because is linked with by the definition of a
magnitude index (HWMId). Both definitions were used by successive studies (Zampieri
et al. 2016 [142]; Zschenderlein et al. 2019 [144]). Heatwaves are indicated as period
≥3 consecutive days with maximum temperature (Tmax) above the daily threshold
for the reference period 1981–2010. The threshold is defined as the 90th percentile of
daily maxima temperature, centered on a 31 day window. Hence, for a given day d, the
threshold is the 90th percentile of the set of data Ad defined by:

Ad =
2010⋃

y=1981

d+15⋃
i=d−15

Ty,i

where Ty,i is the daily maximum temperature value for day i of year y. Moreover, the
Heatwave magnitude index daily (HWMId) is the sum of the magnitude of the consecutive
days composing a heatwave, with daily magnitude calculated as follow:

Md =
{ Td−T30y25p

T30y75p−T30y25p
if Td > T30y25p

0 if Td ≤ T30y25p

with Td being the maximum daily temperature on day d of the heatwave, T30y25p and
T30y75p are, the 25th and 75th percentile values, respectively, of Ad.
So HWMId is an adimensional index that increases with increasing HW duration and
intensity, and that allows to compare events of regions with different climate variance.

To conclude, Barcena-Martin et al. 2019 [7] proposed three different definitions of
heatwave in order to substitute the simplistic AEMET (Spain’s State Meteorological
Agency) and IPCC definitions (see [7] for these last two). According to the first of the
three definitions, called MRDT (moving reference period and daily threshold), an HW is
a period ≥3 consecutive days with daily maximum temperature above its 95th percentile
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Figure 1.3: Six heatwave patterns obtained by Stefanon et al. 2012 [122] using a
hierarchical clustering algorithm for the Euro-Mediterranean region. Daily maximum
temperature anomalies are in color and expressed in deg K and isolines are the 500-hPa
geopotential height anomaly. Taken from Stefanon et al. 2012. [122].

calculated for a given day d at a given year y from set of data Ady defined by:

Ady =
y−1⋃

j=y−30

d+1⋃
i=d−1

Tj,i

where Tj,i is the daily maximum temperature value for day i of year j. This threshold
varies not only with the Julian day but also with the year, detrending de facto the
threshold and updating it to current (lagged-)conditions. The ∼15-yr back lag allow to
calculate the thresholds for the current year permitting an in-time operational use.
Due to the fact that an elevated by-night temperature is also a key health risk factor the
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other two alternative definitions are based on a moving reference period and two daily
thresholds (for Tmax and Tmin) and therefore are named as MR2DT. According to the
MR2DT(OR), a HW is a period of at least three consecutive days in which the Tmax

is above the 95th percentile of the series of daily Tmax for the specific Julian day, or in
which the Tmin is above the 95th percentile of the series of daily Tmin for the specific
Julian day. In the same line, MR2DT(AND) imposes that both thresholds should be
exceeded simultaneously. From this overview it can be concluded that the majority of
studies dealing with warm extremes were conducted on mid-latitude regions. This is
reasonably explained by the many aforementioned impacts of heat waves on densely
populated regions. The following section discusses the fast changing climate of the Arctic,
introducing the concept of Arctic Amplification, and demonstrate that impacts on human
activities in the Arctic regions are likely to increase.

1.2 The fast changing climate of the Arctic
This Section offers an overview of some of the main issues raised by the rapid climate

evolution the Arctic is facing.
One of the most evident manifestations of recent climate change is Arctic amplifica-

tion— that is, surface warming over the Arctic being faster than that at other latitudes
under greenhouse warming (IPCC 2013). Such amplification has accelerated in recent
decades and the Arctic has warmed approximately twice as rapidly as the Northern
Hemisphere (NH) as a whole (Cohen et al. 2014 [22].
The cause of the ’fast’ Arctic warming remains a controversial issue and several important
factors have been suggested, including the following: surface reflectivity of snow and
ice (Arrhenius 1896 [4]), oceanic heat loss by surface turbulent heat fluxes (Carmack
and Melling 2011 [15]), incoming longwave radiation emitted by water vapor and clouds
(e.g. Francis and Hunter 2007 [36]), surface thermal inversion (Bintanja et al. 2011 [13]),
atmospheric lapse-rate (Pithan and Mauritsen 2014 [99]; Graversen et al. 2014 [42]),
and poleward atmospheric energy transport by moisture intrusion (Park et al. 2015 [87];
Woods and Caballero 2016 [137]; Graversen and Burtu 2016 [41]). These local and remote
factors are not independent nor mutually exclusive and should collectively contribute to
Arctic warming.
One of the most evident effect (and, in turn, cause) is the reduction of Arctic sea ice,
that occurred in all seasons during recent decades. The largest decline in areal extent
have occurred during summer and early autumn (up to 10% decade−1), but the thicker
multiyear ice cover is shrinking rapidly in winter as well (Sorokina et al. 2016 [120]).
Sea-ice loss contributes to the Arctic Amplification especially because of the ice–albedo
feedback. This latter mechanism arises from the fact that for shortwave radiation the ice
reflectivity is much higher than the ocean (and land) one. Hence, as ice cover decreases,
more incoming solar radiation is absorbed by the surface that warms, causing further ice
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melting.
With increasing ice-free regions shipping activities are expanding in the Arctic and aim

toward a range of goals, including the assessment and extraction of Arctic marine resources,
such as fisheries, minerals, oil and gas, and surveys, tourism and the investigation of
transport along new shipping routes across the Arctic from Asia to Europe and North
America (Figure 1.4). According to Schøyen and Bråthen 2011 [113], the exploitation of
shipping routes in the Arctic Ocean can, in principle, reduce the navigational distances
between Europe and Asia by about 40%, decreasing sailing time and saving fuel (with a
consequent considerable reduction of CO2 emissions). Average sailing times on the North
Sea Route (NSR), also called Northeast Passage (red in Figure 1.4), have fallen from 20
days in the 1990s to 11 days in 2012–2013, attributed to easing sea ice conditions along
the Siberian coast (Aksenov et al. 2017 [1]). Moreover, Eguiluz et al. 2016 [32] provided
quantitative evidence that the extent of Arctic shipping in the period 2011–2014 was
already significant. It is mostly concentrated in the Norwegian and Barents Seas, and
predominantly accessed via the Northeast and Northwest Passages (respectively red and
violet in Figure 1.4), whereas thick ice prevents transit along the direct trans-Arctic route
(yellow in Figure 1.4). But this latter is foreseen to be viable during the summer season
by the mid 21st century [32].
Therefore, Arctic sea-ice decline is forecasted to shift global shipping traffic, requiring
the development of infrastructures and governance arrangements and the management of
risks to marine life and ecosystems (Eguiluz et al. 2016 [32]).

The Arctic is relevant also for its peculiar ecosystem that enhances Earth biodiversity
and allows the subsistence of the Inuit communities. Community-based studies across the
Canadian Arctic have identified several widespread vulnerabilities (Pearce and Smit 2013
[91]). Subsistence hunting is susceptible to changes in wildlife populations and access to
hunting areas; changes in the availability of harvested food contribute an additional risk
to people’s health; the erosion of environmental knowledge and land skills enhances the
vulnerability of Inuit hunters to climate risks [91].
Another important phenomenon to deal with is thermokarst, that is the process whereby
the thawing of ice-rich permafrost ground causes land subsidence. Accelerated thermokarst
due to Arctic warming has implications for community infrastructures and for coastal
erosion [91], but also impacts hydrology, ecology and biogeochemistry (Olefeldt et al.
2016 [82]; Schaefer et al. 2020 [112]). Thermokarst landscapes are estimated to cover
∼20% of the northern boreal and tundra circumpolar permafrost region (Figure 1.5), and
to store approximately half of the below-ground organic carbon within this region [82].
Therefore it is necessary to explicitly considering thermokarst when assessing impacts of
climate change, including future landscape greenhouse gas emissions [82].

Since the 1970s, historically unprecedented changes have been observed in the Arctic
as climate warming has increased precipitation, river discharge, and glacial as well as
sea-ice melting. In addition, modal shifts in the atmosphere have altered Arctic Ocean
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Figure 1.4: Principal shipping routes in the Arctic: the Northwest Passage (violet), the
Northeast Passage (red) and the direct trans-Arctic route (yellow). Anchors denotes
the ports already present along the routes (with violet background for the Northwest
Passage and red background for the Northeast Passage) and the planned ones (with
yellow background for the trans-Arctic route). Taken from Limes, the Italian journal of
geopolitics (https://www.limesonline.com/cartaceo/londra-mette-lartico-nel-mirino).
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Figure 1.5: Maps showing the carbon-rich regions subject to thermokarst. Taken from
Nature 569, 32-34 (2019) (DOI: https://doi.org/10.1038/d41586-019-01313-4).
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circulation patterns and the export of freshwater into the North Atlantic (Greene et al.
2008 [44]). Since the early 1990s, these processes have been associated with two types
of ecological responses in the North Atlantic. The first of these responses has been an
ongoing series of biogeographic range expansions by boreal plankton (Sundt and Melle
1998 [123]; Johns et al. 2001 [52]; Reid and Beaugrand 2002 [102]; Greene and Pershing
2007 [43]; Reid et al. 2007 [103]), including renewal of the trans-Arctic exchanges of
Pacific species with the Atlantic. The second response was a dramatic regime shift in the
shelf ecosystems of the Northwest Atlantic that occurred during the early 1990s (Greene
and Pershing 2007 [43]). This regime shift resulted from freshening and stratification of
the shelf waters, which in turn could be linked to changes in the abundances and seasonal
cycles of phytoplankton, zooplankton, and higher trophic-level consumer populations
(Durbin et al. 2003 [31]; Pershing et al. 2005 [95]).
It is predicted that the recently observed ecological responses to Arctic climate change
in the North Atlantic will continue into the near future. It is more difficult to predict
ecological responses to abrupt climate change in the more distant future as tipping points
in the Earth’s climate system are exceeded (Greene et al. 2008 [44]).
In this regard Armitage et al. 2020 [3] highlighted a critical situation. According to them,
since the 1990s the Beaufort Gyre has accumulated a large amount of fresh water (8000
km3, almost twice the volume of Lake Michigan). The cause of this gain in freshwater
concentration is the loss of sea ice in summer and autumn. This decades-long decline
of the Arctic’s summertime sea ice cover has left the Beaufort Gyre more exposed to
the wind, which spins the gyre faster and traps the fresh water in its current. Persistent
westerly winds have also dragged the current in one direction for over 20 years, increasing
the speed and size of the clockwise current and preventing the fresh water from leaving the
Arctic Ocean. This decades-long western wind is unusual for the region, where previously,
the winds changed direction every five to seven years. If the direction were to change,
the wind would reverse the current, releasing the fresh water it has accumulated into
the Atlantic Ocean. This event could potentially slow down Atlantic circulation. And
that would have hemisphere-wide implications for the climate, especially in Western
Europe. Indeed the Atlantic Meridional Overturning Circulation helps regulate the
planet’s climate by carrying heat from the tropically-warmed water to northern latitudes.
If slowed enough, it could negatively impact marine life and the communities that depend
on it.
Armitage et al. 2020 [3] also found that, although the Beaufort Gyre is out of balance
because of the added energy from the wind, the current expels that excess energy by
forming small, circular eddies of water. While the increased turbulence has helped keep
the system balanced, it has the potential to lead to further ice melt because it mixes
layers of cold, fresh water with relatively warm, salt water below. The melting ice could,
in turn, lead to changes in how nutrients and organic material in the ocean are mixed,
significantly affecting the food chain and wildlife in the Arctic. These results reveal
a delicate balance between wind and ocean as the sea ice pack recedes under climate
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change.
But not only the long trend of Arctic warming has great effect on Arctic and North
Atlantic ecosystems but also temperatures extremes. For example, in summer 2008
extreme warming was recorded at Ward Hunt Island and vicinity, the northern limit of
the Canadian high Arctic, with air temperatures up to 20.5 °C. This was accompanied
by pronounced changes in microbial habitats: deepening of the permafrost active layer;
loss of perennial lake ice and sea ice; loss of ice-dammed freshwater lakes; and 23% loss
of total ice shelf area, including complete break-up and loss of the Markham Ice Shelf
cryo-ecosystem (Vincent et al. 2009 [131]). This involves the decline in the habitat of
polar bears and ringed seals, as well as shifts in phytoplankton structure and bloom
timing (Post et al. 2013 [100]; Woelders et al. 2018 [136]).
These observations underscore the vulnerability of Arctic ecosystems to extreme weather
and a changing climate.

A growing number of studies on the connection between Arctic and mid-latitude
climates, particularly on temperature extremes, were conducted in the last decades (e.g.
Cohen et al. 2014 [22]). They are briefly reviewed hereafter.
A number of unusually harsh cold winters have occurred in many parts of East Asia and
North America in the past few years (e.g. Wang and Chen 2014 [133]; Van Oldenborgh et
al. 2015 [128]), and observational and modelling studies have suggested that atmospheric
variability linked to Arctic warming might have played a central role (e.g. Outten and
Esau 2012 [84]; Screen and Simmons 2014 [115]; Francis and Vavrus 2015 [37]). Figure
1.6 shows how from the late 90’s during the winter season a strong arctic warming
corresponded to a negative temperature trend over continental mid-latitudes.
The North/South temperature gradient is an important driver of the polar jet stream,
thus as rapid Arctic warming continues, one anticipated effect is a slowing of upper-level
zonal winds (Francis and Vavrus 2015 [37] provided evidence in that sense). It has been
hypothesized that these weakened winds would cause the path of the jet stream to become
more meandering, leading to slower Eastward progression of ridges and troughs, which
increases the likelihood of persistent weather patterns and, consequently, extreme events
(Screen and Simmons 2014 [115]).
Kug et al. 2015 [59] found that severe winters across East Asia are associated with
anomalous warmth in the Barents–Kara Sea region, whereas severe winters over North
America are related to anomalous warmth in the East Siberian–Chukchi Sea region.
Moreover, they stated that each regional warming over the Arctic Ocean is accompanied
by the local development of an anomalous anticyclone and the downstream development
of a mid-latitude trough. The resulting northerly flow of cold air provides favourable con-
ditions for severe winters in East Asia or North America [59]. These links between Arctic
and mid-latitude weather are also robustly found in idealized climate model experiments
and CMIP5 multi-model simulations [59].
Eurasia has recently experienced some anomalous winters with severe cold spells, particu-
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Figure 1.6: The linear trend in surface air temperature during December–February for
the periods 1979/1980–1997/1998 (a) and 1997/1998–2013/2014 (b) from the observed
data. Taken from Kug et al. 2015 [59].

larly strong over central Siberia, and above-normal snow cover. This phenomenon has
been termed ‘warm Arctic–cold Siberia’ (WACS) or ‘warm Arctic–cold Eurasia’ (WACE)
(Overland et al 2011 [85]; Inoue et al 2012 [51]). Various mechanisms have been proposed
to explain how the WACS pattern is generated. Early on, Honda et al. 2009 [48] pointed
to the fact that, where sea ice retreats, we expect enhanced ocean-to-atmosphere energy
loss in the form of turbulent heat fluxes (THFs). They suggested that such a THF
perturbation triggers a stationary Rossby wave train that amplifies the climatological
mean wintertime high pressure over Siberia and enhances northerly cold-air advection over
eastern Eurasia. Other studies focus on the role of the THF perturbation in modifying
the near-surface meridional temperature gradient, leading to altered cyclone pathways
and a cold anticyclonic flow anomaly north of the Eurasian continent (Inoue et al 2012
[51]), or weakened zonal winds and reduced heat transport from the North Atlantic to
the interior of the Eurasian continent (Petoukhov and Semenov 2010 [96]; Outten and
Esau 2012 [84]).
A different class of studies examines the phenomenon of cold Eurasian winters independ-
ently of Arctic sea ice. These studies attribute cold winters to high latitude blocking but
not necessarily in connection with declining ice cover. Wintertime blocking patterns in
recent cold years (e.g. 2005/06, 2009/10) are shown to be linked to sudden stratospheric
warmings and/or sea surface temperature anomalies (Scaife and Knight 2008 [110]; Croci-
Maspoli and Davies 2009 [25]; Cattiaux et al. 2010 [16]), with Rossby wave trains playing
a possible amplifying role over Siberia (Takaya and Nakamura 2005 [124]; Park et al. 2011
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[89]; Cheung et al. 2013 [19]; Sato et al. 2014 [109]). While such atmospheric circulation
changes could be forced by sea ice changes (Mori et al. 2014 [77]), they could also be
an expression of natural internal variability or reflect a direct atmospheric response to
external radiative forcing.
Most recently, a series of observational and modeling studies has questioned whether
there is adequate evidence that sea ice influences atmospheric circulation, blocking, and
Eurasian winter temperatures at all (Hopsch et al. 2012 [49]; Screen and Simmonds 2013
[114]; Barnes et al. 2014 [9]; Wallace et al. 2014 [132]; Woollings et al. 2014 [139]).
Sorokina et al. 2016 [120] proved that the null hypothesis that the observed interannual
variability in the winter WACS pattern might primarily be an expression of atmospheric
variability rather than an atmospheric response to sea ice variability can’t be rejected.
One consistent interpretation of the results is that large-scale atmospheric circulation vari-
ability produces southerly wind anomalies that push the Barents Sea ice edge northward,
steer warm air into the region, and reduce Barents Sea THF, and that are ultimately
associated with cold Siberian temperatures downstream.
Ye and Messori 2020 [141] identified two atmospheric circulation modes over the North
Atlantic–northern Eurasian sector that displayed strong positive trends over the same
period (1990-2012) and can explain a large part of the observed decadal WACE pattern.
Both modes bear a close resemblance to well-known teleconnection patterns and are
relatively independent from variability in Arctic sea ice cover. Enhanced intraseasonal
activity of the two circulation modes increases blocking frequencies over Greenland, the
Ural region, and north Asia, which drive anomalous moisture/heat flux toward the Arctic
and alter the downward longwave radiation. This also weakens warm advection and
enhances transport of cold Arctic airmasses towards Eurasia.

This review illustrate that the climate of the Arctic is undergoing fast and remarkable
changes that produce both local and global significant effects on different areas (natural
ecosystems, human communities and global climate); moreover it suggests that warm
extremes in the Arctic can have impacts on human activities and the polar environment.

1.3 Arctic warm extremes: state of the art
In Section 1.2 the remarkable importance of the Arctic region in several aspects—

from biodiversity to global climate regulation— has been illustrated together with some
opportunities (e.g. opening of new shipping routes) and multiple risks (e.g. increase in
mid-latitude extreme weather events, drastic changes in marine and terrestrial ecosystems,
sea level rising, climate warming positive feedbacks) arising by its strong warming trend.
This section presents some results obtained in the recently growing study area of Arctic
temperature extremes, concentrating on the hot ones.

The temperature extremes have been linked to a number of drivers, ranging from
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perturbations in the tropospheric polar vortex (Moore 2016 [76]) to tropically forced
planetary waves (Lee et al. 2011 [62]; Lee 2012 [61]; Flournoy et al. 2016 [35]) and
the constructive interference between stationary waves and transient eddies (Baggett
and Lee 2015 [5]; Goss et al. 2016 [39]; Baggett et al. 2016 [6]). A common feature of
these mechanisms is that they typically lead to a more meridionally oriented circulation,
which favors the intrusion of warm and humid air masses from midlatitudes into the
high Arctic. A number of recent studies have highlighted that these intrusions result
in very discontinuous meridional moisture fluxes into the Arctic region, with a small
number of extreme events effectively setting the net seasonal transport value (Woods et
al. 2013 [138]; Liu and Barnes 2015 [64]; Dufour et al. 2016 [29]; Naakka et al. 2019
[78]). Such injections induce a transition of the atmosphere from a cold and clear to a
warm and opaque state, where the trapping of longwave radiation provides a positive
warming feedback with a strong impact on the surface energy balance and sea ice (D.-S.
R. Park et al. 2015 [87]; H.-S. Park et al. 2015 [88]; Woods and Caballero 2016 [137]).
In addition to airmass injections, near-surface warm temperature anomalies in the Arctic
have been linked to anticyclonic flow anomalies (Pfahl and Wernli 2012 [97]; Knudsen et
al. 2015 [56]; Ding et al. 2017 [28]; Wernli and Papritz 2018 [135]).

Messori et al. 2018 [73] investigated the salient features and drivers of wintertime
(November-February) warm spells in the high Arctic (poleward of 80°N) over the period
1979-2016. They found that warm extremes are characterized by an anomalous SLP
(sea level pressure) and geopotential height dipole, with a low over the Canadian and
Greenland’s Arctic sector and a high over the Eurasian Arctic sector, conducive to
meridional advection of heat from the Atlantic sector into the Arctic basin (Figure 1.7).
A similar large-scale pattern has been associated with enhanced meridional moisture
transport and wintertime sea ice decline over the Barents and Kara Seas (Luo et al.
2017 [65]). Indeed, Messori et al. 2018 [73] showed that winter warm extremes are
typically preceded by intense moisture transport episodes into the high latitudes. At
synoptic scales, these intrusions are further favored by cyclones that transport moist
air masses residing in the Norwegian Sea toward the high Arctic. Cyclones generated
in the North Atlantic do not generally penetrate into the Arctic, and the high-latitude
cyclones are generated locally [73]. So the atmospheric moisture contained in the moisture
intrusion events appears to be relayed into the Arctic via an interaction of several cyclonic
systems centered at different latitudes. The moisture intrusions lead to a weakening
of the near-surface temperature inversion in the Arctic basin, while their uplift drives
positive cloudiness anomalies there.
Studying a prolonged warm period occurred in winter 2016, Kim et al. 2017 [55] concluded
that it was triggered by an Atlantic windstorm, which injected considerable amounts of
heat and moisture into the Arctic, and sustained by a following prolonged blocking period.
In addiction, they proved with numerical experiments that warming effect of sea ice loss
and associated upward turbulent heat fluxes was relatively minor in the investigated
event. This is in accordance with the results of Sorokina et al. 2016 [120] and Cho and
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Figure 1.7: Composite SLP (a) and 500-hPa geopotential height (b) anomalies for warm
extremes at lag 0 days relative to peak temperature anomaly. Only statistically significant
anomalies are shown; cross-hatching shows regions of high sign agreement. Taken from
Figure 3b and 4b of Messori et al. 2018 [73].

Kim 2020 [20] (see previous Section). But according to Overland, as reported in Simpkins
2017 [118], the absence of sea ice plays a significant role in helping warm air to maintain
the heat while crossing open water, allowing its trajectory to reach near to the North
Pole.

Using 10-day kinematic backward trajectories, Papritz 2019 [86] investigated the
thermodynamic characteristics and evolution of air masses that lead to the formation
of extreme warm anomalies (top 5% of all air masses) in the high Arctic (≥80°N) lower
troposphere (lowermost 100 hPa) during winter (DJF) and summer (JJA). Based on a
categorization of air masses according to their thermodynamic evolution in ∆θ–∆T phase
space, he quantified the relative importance of transport (e.g. subsidence and poleward
transport) and diabatic processes (e.g. surface sensible heat fluxes), as illustrated in
Figure 1.8.
Papritz’s principal finding is that subsidence-induced adiabatic warming is by far the
most important process for air masses with transport governing the formation of the warm
anomaly. This is particularly true in summer, where 70% of all warm extreme air masses
are due to subsidence. Most of these air masses originate in the Arctic midtroposphere
(Figure 1.9 (b) and (e)), and the subsidence is predominantly driven by anomalous
blocking over the Barents, Kara, and Laptev Seas in winter and in the high Arctic in
summer.
Another result is that air masses predominantly affected by diabatic heating are a
wintertime phenomenon contributing 40% of all air masses in DJF and 10% in JJA. They
are related to marine cold air outbreaks in the Barents and Nordic seas, as well as the
Labrador Sea (Figure 1.9 (d)) that form as the result of the advection of radiatively
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Figure 1.8: Top: definition and key characteristics of trajectory categories. Bottom:
fraction of trajectories in each category for (left) summertime and (right) wintertime
extreme warm anomalies. The dashed lines indicate 5%. Taken from Papritz 2019 [86].

cooled polar air masses over the relatively warm ocean surface, where they are heated by
surface sensible heat fluxes.
Finally, a striking outcome is that lower-tropospheric poleward transport of warm air
masses from lower latitudes contributes only about 20% in both seasons. Such transport
is favored in winter by a poleward shift of the North Atlantic storm track, whereas the
origin of these air masses in summer is largely confined to the Arctic, the Nordic seas
and the North Pacific (Figure 1.9 (c)).
Nevertheless, injections of warm and humid air masses are likely of a higher importance
for temperature extremes at higher altitude as well as for cloud formation in the Arctic,
which directly affects the surface energy balance via their radiative impact (D.-S. R.
Park et al. 2015; H.-S. Park et al. 2015; Woods and Caballero 2016). This view is
supported by the observation that intense poleward moisture transports do not peak near
the surface but further aloft (Laliberté and Kushner 2014; Woods and Caballero 2016;
Dufour et al. 2016; Naakka et al. 2019)—a consequence of the isentropic slope at the
edge of the polar dome that requires poleward-moving air masses to ascend (Bozem et
al. 2019). In addition, injections of air masses with low potential vorticity from lower
latitudes into the Arctic upper troposphere play an important role for the amplification
of upper-tropospheric ridges and the formation of blocks, which in turn are important
drivers of subsidence (Pfahl et al. 2015; Ding et al. 2017; Wernli and Papritz 2018).
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Figure 1.9: Air mass origin maps showing the probability of finding a trajectory of a
specific category at a certain location 10 days (t = −240 h; shading) and 3 days [t = −72
h; dashed; contours at 1, 4, and 16‰(105km2)−1] prior to the occurrence of the extreme
temperature anomaly for (a)–(c) summertime and (d)–(f) wintertime extreme warm
anomalies. Note the logarithmic color scale. Taken from Papritz 2019 [86].

Therefore, as seen thus far, many progresses were made in the last decades in the
comprehension of the basic mechanisms that lead to warm extremes in the Arctic region
and some light was shed on their complex interplay. But there are many questions still
without answer.
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1.4 This study
Until now Arctic warm extremes have been studied mostly from an overall point of

view, considering their mean characteristics and precursors (e.g. Messori et al. 2018 [73];
Papritz 2019 [86]), or focusing on one specific particularly intense event (e.g. Kim et al.
2017 [55]; Simpkins 2017 [118]). Moreover, the attention was concentrated primarily on
winter and secondarily on summer events, almost ignoring the intermediate seasons.
The present thesis work aims to distinguish, separately for each of the four seasons, Arctic
warm extremes in different classes on the base of the circulation regimes that characterize
them on a hemispheric scale (30°-90°N). This analysis is conducted in the perspective of
improve Arctic heatwave predictability, due to the relevant local and global impacts of
this phenomenon (see Section 1.2).

Chapter 2 provides a definition of Arctic heatwaves, that is still missing, combining
the general structure reported in Section 1.1 with the approach designed by Messori et
al. 2018 [73]. Furthermore, it explains the hierarchical clustering algorithm used for
performing the classification and the methods used to assess the stability of the resulting
clusters. The clustering algorithm was imported from Stefanon et al. 2012 [122] but
utilized on 500-hPa geopotential anomalies instead of surface temperature anomalies (see
Section 2.2).

Chapter 3 illustrates the circulation and temperature patterns resulting from the
classification, with a particular attention on the winter ones. Moreover, the temporal
series of the different heatwave types are examined in order to reveal eventual changes in
their frequencies of occurrence during the study period (1979-2019). Finally, heatwave
intensities and time lengths are investigated, evidencing differences and analogies between
the different clusters and seasons.

In Chapter 4 the results are discussed in the light of the previous studies on the main
physical mechanisms causing Arctic warm extremes trying to find eventual correspondence
between them and the different clusters. Moreover, some ideas for future studies are
proposed.

Chapter 5 summarize the conclusions and suggests further analyses in order to answer
the main questions arising from this thesis work.
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2 | Data and Methods

The analysis is conducted over the period January 1979 – December 2019 (41 years)
and is based on ERA5, the latest atmospheric reanalysis produced by the European
Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF). This product outperforms other
reanalyses in the tropospheric Arctic region (Hersbach et al. 2020 [47]; Graham et al.
2019 [40]).
Reanalysis combines model data with observations from across the world into a globally
complete and consistent dataset. This principle, called data assimilation, is based on the
method used by numerical weather prediction centres, where every so many hours (12
hours at ECMWF) a previous forecast is combined with newly available observations in
an optimal way to produce a new best estimate of the state of the atmosphere, called
analysis, from which an updated, improved forecast is issued [46]. Reanalysis works in
the same way, but at reduced resolution to allow for the provision of a dataset spanning
back several decades. Moreover, differently from analysis, reanalysis use the same model
(not time-varying) over the entire time period, providing a uniform performance.
Ensemble means of geopotential at 500 hPa [45] and 2-m temperature [46] are used for
the entire region north to latitude 30°N; they have a horizontal resolution of 0.5◦ × 0.5◦
and a 3-hourly temporal resolution but, in order to reduce the dimension of the datasets,
for every grid point only 4 values/day are considered (00:00, 06:00, 12:00, 18:00 UTC),
from which daily means are calculated.

2.1 Heatwave definition
The preliminary part of this work is to create a unique definition of Arctic heatwave

valid for all seasons. First, the procedure conceived by Messori et al. 2018 [73] and
recovered by Papritz 2019 [86], is used. Two-meter temperature anomalies are defined
as deviations from a time-varying climatology that is calculated by a combination of a
21-day and a 9-yr running means. Hence, the climatological mean temperature for a
given day d of a given year y is the average value of the set of data Sdy defined by:

Sdy =
y+4⋃

j=y−4

d+10⋃
i=d−10

Tj,i
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where Tj,i is the daily mean temperature value for a day i of year j. For example, the
climatological value for 11 January 2004 is the mean of every 1-21 January period between
2000 and 2008. The 21-day running mean ensures a smooth variation of the seasonal
cycle and the 9-yr running mean ensures a relatively uniform distribution of extreme
events across our analysis period.
The present study aims to identify the large-scale atmospheric circulation drivers of Arctic
heatwaves, therefore it has to be able to individuate warm extremes along the entire
study period. The definition of climatology adopted here allows to reach this objective.
Indeed, if a simple daily climatology were computed over the full dataset (1979-2019),
the majority of the heatwaves, especially in winter, would fall in the last decade due to
the strong warming trend of the Arctic region, showed in Figure 2.1.

Figure 2.1: Temporal evolution of the seasonal mean 2-m temperature (°C) over the
75-90°N Artic domain (solid line) and the corresponding 5-yr running mean (dashed line)
for the four seasons (winter-blue, spring-green, summer-yellow, autumn-red). In black
the annual mean.

At the beginning and end of the time series it is impossible to apply the above-mentioned
definition of climatology. Therefore, if n is one of the first five years of the dataset
(n=1979,...,1983) then for the first ten days of n (1-10 January) the running mean is
computed from 1980 to n+ 4 and for the remaining days of n (11 January-31 December)
the running mean is computed from 1979 to n + 4. Similarly, if m is one of the last
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five years of the dataset (m=2015,...,2019) then for the the last ten days of m (22-31
December) the running mean is computed from m − 4 to 2018 and for the remaining
days of m (1 January-21 December) the running mean is computed from m− 4 to 2019.
Then, a single temperature anomaly value per day is obtained making an area-weighted
average of temperature anomalies over the Arctic domain (in the present study considered
from 75◦N to the North Pole, as illustrated at the end of this Section).

As regard the persistence and amplitude requirements, Messori et al. 2018 [73]
performed a 5-day running mean to the anomaly time series and then selected the 50
warmest events.
Instead, here the general structure of heatwave definitions, already examined in Section
1.1), is used. In particular, seasonal 90thpct of the anomalies are computed over the full
dataset (1979-2019). In the present study the seasons’ division is:

• winter = January-February-March (JFM)

• spring = April-May-June (AMJ)

• summer = July-August-September (JAS)

• autumn = October-November-December (OND)

A day in which the temperature anomaly is higher then its seasonal 90thpct is defined
Arctic hot day (AHD or more briefly HD). An Arctic heatwave (AHW or more briefly
HW) is defined as a period of at least 3 consecutive HDs.
Preliminary tests using seasonal 95th percentiles did not evidence qualitative differences
in the seasonal mean heatwave temperature and geopotential maps compared to those
obtained with 90th percentiles. 90thpct was preferred in order to have enough events to
perform seasonal analyses with a 41-yr dataset.
The intensity of an HW is defined as the mean temperature anomaly of the HDs that
compose the HW. The magnitude of an HW is defined as the product of its intensity and
its duration. This definition of magnitude is a simpler version of the definition designed
by Russo et al. 2015 [108] (see Section 1.1).

Messori et al. 2018 [73] and Papritz 2019 [86] focused on the high Arctic choosing
as domain the region poleward of 80◦N . In the present work it is preferred to consider
a larger portion of the Arctic, specifically the Arctic domain is defined as the region
poleward of 75◦N allowing to embrace a large fraction of the Arctic Ocean while still
excluding the majority of the landmass that surround it.

The decision of not extending further the Arctic domain is motivated by the fact that
if a broader domain is selected then the temperature variability over subpolar land-covered
regions would play a dominant role in determining heatwaves due to their stronger climate
variability.
This can be seen in Figure 2.2 in which two cases are compared: the HW definition over
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the 75-90°N domain, used in this study, and the HW definition over the 60-90°N domain
(i.e. considering the area-weighted average of temperature anomalies over the region
poleward of 60°N). Each panel is obtained averaging all days belonging to heatwaves,
these latter identified by the corresponding HW definition: over 60-90°N in panels (a),
(c); over 75-90°N in panels (b), (d).
Panel (a) shows that if the Arctic domain is extended down to 60°N mean anomalies above
2.8 K occur mostly over continental landmasses and exceed 4.2 K almost exclusively over
northern Siberia. On the contrary the Atlantic sector of the high Arctic does not reach
positive anomalies above 1.4 K.
The situation is reverse limiting the domain to 75°N, in which case the highest mean
temperature anomalies are found in the Atlantic-Eurasian sector of the high Arctic, as
shown in panel (b).

Figure 2.2: Mean 2-m temperature anomalies in shadings (in K) for all days belonging to
heatwaves defined on the domain 60-90°N (a) and on the domain 75-90°N (b). Percentage
of all days belonging to heatwaves, defined on the domain 60-90°N (c) and on the domain
75-90°N (d), that are grid point-hot days.

If every single day belonging to any heatwave is called HW-day then panels (c) and (d)
illustrate for every grid-point the percentage of HW-days that are grid point-hot days
(i.e. days with grid-point temperature anomaly above its seasonal 90th percentile). These
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two panels confirm that using the Arctic domain chosen in this work (d), instead of the
broader one that spans from the North Pole to 60°N (c), brings to a selection of events
more North Pole centered.

According to the heatwave definition illustrated in this Section, 180 heatwaves are
identified in the study period (1979-2019). They contains 86.66% of the total number
HDs and have a mean duration of 7.2 days.

2.2 Clustering algorithm
From the procedure exposed in section 2.1 180 Arctic heatwaves are obtained over the

41-yr period 1979-2019. For the purpose of highlighting seasonal differences the 180 HWs
are divided into 4 groups according to the seasons of belonging. Each heatwave that is at
the turn of two seasons is assigned to the season that includes the majority of the hot
days of the heatwave.

For every heatwave all daily temperature anomaly maps belonging to it are averaged
producing its ‘event map’. The same is done for 500-hPa geopotential height anomaly,
calculated with the same procedure used for the temperature anomaly (described in
section 2.1), i.e. subtracting a time-dependent climatology obtained by combining of
a 21-day and a 9-yr running means. The anomaly correlation coefficient r, called also
cosine similarity, between two event maps p and q is defined as:

r(p, q) =
∑N

i=1
∑M

i=1 pijqij

(∑N
i=1

∑M
i=1 p

2
ij)1/2(∑N

i=1
∑M

i=1 q
2
ij)1/2

where p and q refer to the maps which are matrices of size M by N along the longitudinal
and latitudinal axes respectively . The quantities pij and qij are the values of p and q at
coordinates (i, j) along the longitudinal and latitudinal axes, respectively.
Stephanon et al. 2012 [122] implemented a method for classifying heatwave events in
the Euro-Mediterranean region on the base of the spatial configuration of temperature
anomalies. Here, that method is applied to 500-hPa geopotential height anomalies in
order to classify Arctic heatwaves events on the base of their large-scale atmospheric
circulation drivers.
According to this, on the extended region that ranges from North Pole down to 30°N, an
agglomerative hierarchical clustering algorithm is applied, once for each season, to the
geopotential height anomaly event maps belonging to the same season.
The general structure of an agglomerative hierarchical clustering algorithm is the following:

1. at the initial step, each data point (i.e. each event map) forms a cluster;

2. the two ‘nearest’ clusters are then merged by pair into a new cluster, with the
distance between two clusters measured using a metric;
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3. point 2 is iterated until a stop criterion is met, which sets the number of clusters.

The qualifier ‘agglomerative’ indicates that the algorithm proceeds by progressively
merging clusters, starting from the single data points (bottom-up approach). ‘Hierarchical’
denotes that at every time step corresponds a set of clusters and hence the whole of
the sets forms a hierarchy of clusters. One reason for the decision of using hierarchical
clustering was the fact that no a priori information about the number of clusters is
required.
All clustering methods require a metric definition d. Here, we use the same pseudometric
used by Stephanon et al. 2012 [122], based on the anomaly correlation coefficient r. First,
we define a distance d′ between any two maps p and q as:

d′(p, q) = 1− r(p, q)

where r(p, q) is the anomaly correlation coefficient between p and q. The distance
between two clusters C1 and C2 is then computed as the distance between their two
farthest members, in other terms:

d(C1, C2) = max(d′(p, q)) for all p ∈ C1, q ∈ C2

This definition of distance is chosen because is particularly suited to distinguish between
different spatial patterns, while it is less sensitive to the amplitude of the anomalies [122].
Note that 0 ≤ d ≤ 2. d = 1 corresponds to orthogonal vectors, d = 0 is for parallel
vectors with a positive coefficient and d ≥ 1 when vectors are anti-correlated.
It is important to report that an alternative classification was performed with Ward
hierarchical clustering method (already used by Cheng and Wallace 1993 [18]), which
employs a Euclidean metric, and it does not showed significant qualitative differences in
the results.

In order to select the optimal number of clusters nop a dissimilarity index dI(n),
function of the number of clusters n, is defined as the minimum inter-cluster distance (i.e.
the distance of the two closest clusters). nop is determined by the number of clusters n,
with 2 ≤ n ≤ 6, for which the difference ∆dI(n) = dI(n)− dI(n+ 1) is maximum. Given
that passing from n to n+1 means that one of the n clusters is split into two clusters, a
small difference ∆dI(n) means that these latter two clusters remain very similar or, in
other terms, this partition do not provide different patterns but merely place random
borders within similar patterns [122]. So it is crucial not to choose an nop too high. On
the contrary it is important not to merge clusters that have appreciable differences. The
criterion chosen here is designed to find a good balance between this two needs.
The seasonal optimal numbers of clusters obtained in this way are: nJF M

op = 3, nAMJ
op = 2,

nJAS
op = 2 and nOND

op = 4 (Figure 2.3). A cluster map is simply defined as the mean of
all the event maps that compose the cluster. Cluster maps for the various seasons are
illustrated in Chapter 3.
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Figure 2.3: ∆dI for the four seasons, varying the number of clusters n. Bold crosses
indicates the four maxima that determine the optimal number of clusters nop.

2.3 Cross validation procedure
Following the procedure of Stephanon et al. 2012 [122] a cross validation procedure

is used to check the stability of our classification. For every season the 41 year of the
dataset are divided in six non-overlapping verification periods (vp), shown in Table 2.1.
The division was initially done in the same way for all seasons: five 7-yr period and one
6-yr period. But finally this division was modified for autumn and winter in order to
reduce the range of variation of the number of events among the different verification
periods, obtaining a better sampling. One time for each verification period, the current
vp is eliminated from the dataset and the clustering is performed on the remaining years
(reduced period) until the nop of the full period is reached. Next the nop clusters of the
reduced period are associated to the nop clusters of the full period through a one-to-one
mapping. The selected mapping from all the possible one-to-one mapping is that for which
the sum of the nop anomaly correlation coefficient relative to the nop clusters’ couples
(∑nop

i=0 r) is maximum. Heatwaves from the verification period are then associated to the
clusters of the reduced period, according to the nearest distance (still using the metric
employed in the clustering algorithm). We compare the membership of the verification
period episodes to the reduced period clusters with the membership to the full period
clusters, according to the selected mapping. Once this procedure is repeated six times
for the six verification periods and corresponding reduced periods, for each cluster the
number nc of verification period heat waves that are correctly attributed are calculated.
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These results are compared to a Monte Carlo test. The Monte Carlo test is constructed
by proceeding as above, except that heatwaves from the verification period are associated
to the reduced period clusters in a purely random way, and the procedure is repeated 105

times. A histogram is constructed with the 105 values of nc, that are indicated as nmc
c .

Significance is here defined as the percentage of nmc
c that are lower then nc. For example

in Figure 2.4, that shows the result of the Monte Carlo test for one of the summer cluster
(named JAS1) whose nc is 11, the significance is the percentage of the total area that is
yellow coloured (in that case 89.5%).

JFM years n° of events
vp1 1979-1985 (7) 7
vp2 1986-1992 (7) 10
vp3 1993-2000 (8) 10
vp4 2001-2006 (6) 9
vp5 2007-2013 (7) 6
vp6 2014-2019 (6) 9

AMJ years n° of events
vp1 1979-1985 (7) 6
vp2 1986-1992 (7) 9
vp3 1993-1999 (7) 7
vp4 2000-2006 (7) 9
vp5 2007-2013 (7) 8
vp6 2014-2019 (6) 7

JAS years n° of events
vp1 1979-1985 (7) 5
vp2 1986-1992 (7) 5
vp3 1993-1999 (7) 9
vp4 2000-2006 (7) 6
vp5 2007-2013 (7) 9
vp6 2014-2019 (6) 6

OND years n° of events
vp1 1979-1984 (6) 9
vp2 1985-1990 (6) 7
vp3 1991-1997 (7) 7
vp4 1998-2004 (7) 8
vp5 2005-2012 (8) 6
vp6 2013-2019 (7) 6

Table 2.1: Verification periods used in the clustering cross validation procedure for the
four seasons (JFM, AMJ, JAS, OND). The numbers in parenthesis are the length of the
verification periods in years.

The aforesaid definition of significance, imported from Stephanon et al. 2012 [122], is
based on the random assignment of the verification period HWs, i.e. on the null hypothesis
that they cannot be classified in the clusters obtained from the reduced period. This is
a valid but partial approach. So in this work another independent and complementary
way to assess the stability of a cluster is designed: rm. It is the mean of the six anomaly
correlation coefficient r between the full period cluster map and the six reduced period
cluster maps. rm gives a simple, intuitive measure of the resistance of the cluster pattern
to changes induced by the cross validation procedure.
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Figure 2.4: Histogram resulting from the monte carlo test for the cluster JAS1. Red
columns are those corresponding to a number of correctly classified events equal to or
greater then the number of events correctly classified in the cross validation procedure
(in this case 11).
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3 | Results

In this Chapter the results of the clustering procedure are illustrated. Section 3.1
focuses on the winter season, whereas Section 3.2 treats the other ones. Finally, Section
3.3 shows an overview on heatwave duration and intensity among the different seasons
and clusters.

3.1 Winter heatwaves

Figure 3.1: Mean 2-m temperature anomalies in shadings (in K) and mean 500-hPa
geopotential height anomaly in contours (drawn every 25 m, with zero-line omitted) of
all days belonging to winter (JFM) heatwaves. White areas have temperature anomalies
between −1 and 1 K.
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Figure 3.1 shows the mean circulation and 2-m temperature anomaly patterns of
all days belonging to winter (JFM) heatwaves on a hemispheric scale (30°-90°N). The
500-hPa geopotential height anomaly manifests a wave number 1 configuration with a
marked elongated (from northern Europe to the Pacific Ocean) dipole in the Arctic region
formed by an intense anticyclonic anomaly, centered approximately over the Kara sea
(where it exceeds 125 m), and a cyclonic less intense pole, situated in the Canadian Arctic
(that does not fall below −60 m). This features indicate a remarkable alteration of the
atmospheric currents in the Arctic that provokes strong southerly flow across Barents,
Norwegian and Greenland Seas from the Atlantic and Eurasian regions to the high Arctic.
This average anomaly circulation pattern is a characteristic of winter warm extremes
that was already found by Messori et al. 2018 [73] (Figure 1.7 (b)) and Papritz 2019
[86] despite the use of slightly different methodologies, of different datasets, of a more
restricted Arctic domain (> 80N°) and of different winter periods (NDJFM in Messori et
al. 2018 [73] and DJF in Papritz 2019 [86]).
Another distinctive trait evident in Figure 3.1 that was already revealed and studied
by a multitude of scientific works (see Section 1.2 and references therein) is a marked
warm Eurasia-cold Arctic (WACE) pattern. In particular the 2-m temperature anomaly
exceeds 8 K in the Eurasian sector of the Arctic north to 80°N and is below −2 K over a
vast area that spans from the Caspian Sea to Eastern Siberia, reaching −5 K in central
Siberia.

The cluster analysis conducted in the present study aims at identifying different
circulation regimes that compose this pattern. The result is shown in Figure 3.2, in which
the three winter clusters are displayed.

Heatwaves belonging to cluster (a) feature a pronounced anticyclonic anomaly over
Laptev and Kara Seas, conducive for flow from Siberia to the high Arctic through the
Barents Sea. In view of this, their pattern is called hereafter Siberian Anticyclonic or
simply SA. SA accounts for about half of the winter events (26/51) and has the highest
mean duration (7.2 days). It also has the highest mean intensity (4.54 K), even if this
can be partially due to the fact that its warm anomaly is more North Pole-centered than
for the other two clusters (in Section 2.1 the intensity of a heatwave was defined as its
mean temperature anomaly averaged over the domain 75-90°N). Moreover SA shows a
large cyclonic anomaly over Canada and north Atlantic that peaks over the Irminger Sea,
which according to Papritz 2019 [86] is the region with higher intensification of cyclonic
activity during Arctic winter warm extremes. Therefore it is likely that this negative pole
is explained also by synoptic scale processes.
Cluster (b) is formed by 18 events with a mean duration of 5.8 days. It is referred as
Eurasian Anticyclonic, or simply EA, since is countersigned by a marked anticyclonic
anomaly over the Eurasian sector of the Arctic, centered over the Barents and Kara
Seas and stretched down to the North Atlantic. This configuration favours warm moist
advection from the Atlantic to the high Arctic. EA shows also an extensive cyclonic
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anomaly, peaked over the Beaufort and Chukchy Seas.
SA and EA together account for the majority of winter events. They both show a
geopotential dipole configuration with a marked high latitude anticyclonic pole. Despite
their reciprocal similarities, SA and EA are both stable and homogeneous clusters, as
attested by the high values of significance and rm showed in Table 3.1 (see Section 2.3 for
their definitions). Furthermore, they both present a WACE pattern, more pronounced in
EA in which the cold anomaly, besides central Siberia, extends also over all the European
Russia where falls below −5 K.
Finally, an interesting difference between SA and EA is that the latter presents a positive
temperature anomaly over North America (that exceeds 3 K in south-central Canada),
whereas the former presents a slight negative temperature anomaly over Canada and
Alaska.

Figure 3.2: Composites of mean 2-m temperature anomalies in shadings (in K) and
mean 500-hPa geopotential height anomaly in contours (drawn every 40 m, with zero-line
omitted) for the winter clusters. White areas have temperature anomalies between −1.5
and 1.5 K. Next to the cluster’s label the number of events forming the cluster is shown,
followed by the mean duration (in days) and the mean intensity (in K) in parenthesis.

significance rm

SA 99.0 % 0.97
EA 99.6 % 0.91
C 99.3 % 0.69

Table 3.1: Significance and mean correlation coefficient (rm) for winter clusters.
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Cluster (c) is noticeable for the absence of an anticyclonic anomaly in polar and
subpolar regions. Instead it shows two marked negative geopotential height anomalies,
one over the Svalbard and one over northern Alaska. For this reason this cluster is
called Cyclonic (C). It is the shorter and less intense winter cluster and contains only 7
heatwaves. The warm anomaly is distinctly shifted toward the Eurasian sector of the
Arctic (peaking across Franz Josef Land, Severnaya Zemlya and the Taymyr peninsula
with values between 8 and 13 K) and extends down to Scandinavia (entirely above
of 3 K). Positive temperature anomalies are found also over central Canada and the
central-northern USA. Cold anomalies are particularly pronounced over the eastern-most
part of Siberia and over Alaska (in this latter falling below −9 K), but are present
also over central-eastern Asia (southern Siberia, Mongolia, northern China) and western
Atlantic (Newfoundland).
As SA and EA, also C has a high significance but presents a relatively low rm (Table
3.1), that can only partially be due to its small cardinality and therefore may indicate a
quite heterogeneous composition. For this reason, and for its complex configuration, it is
interesting to inspect the 7 events that compose it. Figure 3.3 confirms a considerable
internal variability in cluster C. It seems to gather those events that do not fit in the
other two clusters. Except the short time length, there isn’t a marked feature common
to all 7 events. But five of them are characterized by the opposition of an anticyclonic
anomaly over Europe and a cyclonic anomaly over North Atlantic (a) (b) (f) or over the
high Arctic (c) (g).

It is interesting to inspect the time series of the different heatwave types for seeing
whether any periodicities or occurrence changes are evident during the study period
(1979-2019). Figure 3.4 illustrates how the first decade of the study period was dominated
by EA events, whereas the subsequent 10-15 years were characterized by SA heatwaves.
The final part of the time series shows a more balanced occurrence of the three heatwaves
types.
This temporal evolution is confirmed by Figure 3.5 in which the mean heatwave patterns
of the first two decades manifest an evident correspondence with cluster EA and SA,
respectively.
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Figure 3.3: Mean 2-m temperature anomalies in shadings (in K) and mean 500-hPa
geopotential height anomaly in contours (drawn every 100 m, with zero-line omitted) of
the 7 heatwaves belonging to cluster C. White areas have temperature anomalies between
−2.5 and 2.5 K. Above each map the corresponding duration (in days) and intensity (in
K) are reported.
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Figure 3.4: Winter Arctic heatwave climatology between 1979 and 2019 with attribution
to the three clusters (C, SA, EA). The horizontal black segments separate single events.
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Figure 3.5: Composites of mean 2-m temperature anomalies in shadings (in K) and
mean 500-hPa geopotential height anomaly in contours (drawn every 40 m, with zero-line
omitted) for winter heatwaves belonging to four subsequent decadal periods: 1979-1989,
1990-1999, 2000-2009 and 2010-2019. White areas have temperatures between -1.5 and
1.5 K.
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3.2 Spring, Summer and Autumn heatwaves
The two spring clusters, denoted by the labels AMJ1 and AMJ2, are shown in Figure

3.6. AMJ1 is characterized by a geopotential dipole over the Atlantic sector of the
Arctic, with a markedly elongated positive pole that peaks in the North Sea and a
more pronounced negative pole that peaks between Greenland and Canada. The highest
positive temperature anomalies are found in the Eurasian sector of the Arctic (reaching 6
K), whereas negative temperature anomalies are found in northern Canada (not falling
below −4.5 K).

Figure 3.6: As in Figure 3.2 but for spring clusters. Mean 500-hPa geopotential height
anomaly contours are drawn every 25 m. White areas have temperatures between −0.75
and 0.75 K.

significance rm

AMJ1 99.7 % 0.87
AMJ2 100 % 0.97

Table 3.2: Significance and mean correlation coefficient (rm) for spring clusters.

AMJ2 has nearly three times the number of events of AMJ1 and is dominated by a large
monopole over the Arctic, stretched towards the Labrador Sea, that coincides with the
warm anomalies, which reach its maximum in the north of Greenland (5 K). Pronounced
cold anomalies are not present in AMJ2.
The two clusters have similar intensity, but AMJ1 events last averagely 1.4 days more
then AMJ2.
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Both clusters have high values of significance and rm certifying their elevated stability
(Table 3.2).

The two summer clusters, denoted by the labels JAS1 and JAS2, are shown in Figure
3.7. JAS1 is composed by 16 events with a mean duration of nearly 6 days and presents
a cyclonic anomaly that extends from the high Arctic to north-eastern Europe. Around
this latter there are three anticyclonic anomalies respectively over the Beaufort Sea,
western Siberia and north-eastern Atlantic (which is the most pronounced one). The
positive temperature anomaly peaks over northern Greenland (reaching 3.2 K) and the
only Arctic sector that does not experience warming is the European one. An extended
warm anomalies above 1 K is present over western Siberia and the Turan Depression,
whereas a cold one below −1 K is present over Scandinavia and central Europe.
JAS1 has a high rm, but a quite low significance (Table 3.3). Overall JAS1 can be
considered moderately stable.

Figure 3.7: As in Figure 3.2 but for summer clusters. Mean 500-hPa geopotential height
anomaly contours are drawn every 20 m. White areas have temperature anomalies
between −0.4 and 0.4 K.

significance rm

JAS1 89.5 % 0.92
JAS2 99.6 % 0.95

Table 3.3: Significance and mean correlation coefficient (rm) for summer clusters.

JAS2 is formed by 24 events with a remarkable mean duration of about 10 days and
is characterized by an extended positive geopotential height anomaly over the Arctic
that peaks between the North Pole and the Taymyr Peninsula, and stretches towards
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the Labrador Sea. A cyclonic anomaly is present over the Bering Sea and the extreme
north-eastern Russia. The warm anomaly peaks in the high Arctic, reaching its maximum
over Ellesmere Island and northern Greenland (nearly 3 K). The only appreciable cold
anomaly is in eastern Siberia (however not below −2.2 K).
JAS2 is a stable pattern as proven by high values of both significance and rm (Table 3.3).

The four autumn clusters, denoted by the labels OND1, OND2, OND3 and OND4,
are shown in Figure 3.8.
OND1 is formed by only 3 heatwaves, all of them with the minimum duration accepted by
the heatwave definition (3 days). Therefore it represents very rare events, characterized by
an anticyclonic anomaly over the Canadian Arctic and a cyclonic one over north-eastern
Europe. The warm anomaly is concentrated over the Canadian Arctic Archipelago where
values are higher than 8 K. On the contrary the section of the 60°N-zonal band that goes
from Scandinavia to the Siberian Pacific coast experience negative temperature anomalies
below −5 K.
OND2 is the most numerous (16 events) autumn cluster. It is countersigned by a
large positive geopotential height anomaly over the Arctic, slightly shifted towards
central-western Siberia, surrounded by three less marked negative anomalies over the
north-western Pacific, central-northern Asia and northern Canada. The warm anomaly is
spread over the majority of the Arctic Ocean and exceed 5 K in the high Arctic and in
north-eastern Siberia.
OND3 is formed by 12 heatwaves with a short mean lifetime (4.5 days). It shows a
wave-like geopotential height structure formed by a pronounced negative anomaly centered
approximately over south Greenland followed by a positive anomaly over northern Europe
and a negative less marked one over western Siberia. The warm anomaly is concentrated
over the high Arctic, peaking between the North Pole and the Svalbard (7.5-10 K).
Both OND2 and OND3 show a pronounced WACE (warm Arctic - cold Eurasia) pattern
with anomalies below −5 K over vast areas in central and western Siberia. Table 3.4
attests the elevated stability of clusters OND1 and OND2. OND3 results slightly less
robust.
But the only cluster that can not be considered stable is OND4 given that has a low
significance and a moderate rm (Table 3.4). Nevertheless the inspection of the 12
events that compose it shows that two third of them exhibit the threepolar structure
emerging from the clustering: a cyclonic anomaly over the north-eastern Atlantic and two
anticyclonic anomalies respectively over western Siberia and the Bering Strait. Almost
all the Arctic Ocean exhibit positive temperature anomalies but the stronger warming is
observed over the Kara Sea and the Taymyr peninsula, and over the Chukchi Sea and
extreme north-eastern Siberia.
Both OND2 and OND4 exceed the 8-days mean duration.

Figure 3.9 do not reveal particular periodicities or changes in the occurrences of the
different heatwave types during the period for the three seasons illustrated in this Section.
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Figure 3.8: As in Figure 3.2 but for autumn clusters. Mean 500-hPa geopotential height
anomaly contours are drawn every 50 m. White areas have temperature anomalies
between −1.25 and 1.25 K.

significance rm

OND1 98.4 % 0.89
OND2 97.2 % 0.92
OND3 94.7 % 0.87
OND4 84.1 % 0.82

Table 3.4: Significance and mean correlation coefficient (rm) for autumn clusters.
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Figure 3.9: Arctic heatwave climatology between 1979 and 2019 for spring (top), summer
(medium) and autumn (bottom) clusters. The horizontal black segments separate single
events.
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3.3 Heatwave intensity and duration
To conclude Chapter 3, this Section examines whether heatwave time lengths and

intensities are correlated and how they change across the four seasons and the different
clusters.
Figure 3.10 provides an overall view very useful to investigate these themes. The most
evident feature is the large difference in intensity between the different seasons. Indeed,
the summer mean intensity (1.25 K) is less than 30% of the winter one (4.31 K). Spring
and autumn mean values are 2.20 K and 3.53 K, respectively. Seasonal variations of
heatwave duration are less marked then end of opposite sign to the intensity ones; seasonal
mean time lengths are, in ascending order, 6.3 (JFM), 6.9 (OND), 7.5 (AMJ) and 8.4
(JAS) days. There are only 15 events (about 8.3% of the total) lasting more than 14 days
and only one of them occurs in winter.
These results are not particularly surprising given the higher weather variability of autumn
and winter with respect to spring and summer.
The heatwave magnitude was defined as the product of intensity and duration in Section
2.1; its seasonal mean values testify the stronger character of winter and autumn events:
28.76 (JFM), 27.10 (OND), 19.17 (AMJ) and 12.27 (JAS) K · d.

Typically for each single season clusters with higher duration have also higher intensity
(the only exception is OND4, probably due to the fact that its highest warm anomalies
are outside the high Arctic and therefore do not influence the intensity calculation [see
Section 2.1]). Furthermore, in every cluster of each season intensity and duration result
positively correlated (0.36 ≤ r ≤ 0.91). Consequently this is true for every season taken
as a whole, for which the four correlation coefficient are all greater than 0.6 (statistically
extremely significant).
According to a linear fit the faster growth in intensity increasing duration is observed in
winter (0.14 K/d), whereas the lowest one in summer (0.04 K/d).
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Figure 3.10: Scatterplots of the heatwave events, divided in the four seasons (JFM, AMJ,
JAS, OND), with the duration (in days) in abscissa and the intensity (in K) in ordinate.
Squares denote clusters’ mean values, black rhombuses denote seasonal mean values. On
the top of each panel the corresponding seasonal correlation coefficient and slope of the
linear fit is reported.
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4 | Discussion

In Section 1.3 the principal physical mechanisms that, according to several recent
studies, lead to Arctic warm extremes have been reported: moist intrusions, subsiding
air masses during blocking events, marine cold air outbreaks and meridional transport.
On the basis of them, in this Chapter some interpretations of the clusters’ circulation
features and temperature patterns illustrated in Chapter 3 are suggested.

Kapsch et al. 2013 [53] showed that in years where the end-of-summer sea-ice extent
is well below normal, a significantly enhanced transport of humid air is evident during
spring into the region where the ice retreat is encountered. This enhanced transport
of moist air leads to an anomalous convergence of humidity, and to an increase of the
cloudiness. The increase of the cloudiness and humidity results in an enhancement of
the greenhouse effect that plays a significant role in initiating the summer ice melt [53].
AMJ1 seems to be caused by these spring injections since it presents a meridional path,
formed by two opposite 500-hPa geopotential height anomalies, that is particularly suited
for transporting warm humid air from the Atlantic to the high Arctic (Figure 3.6). As a
confirmation of this the temperature anomaly peaks over the end of the aforesaid path.
Therefore AMJ1 may be the immediate effect of episodes of intense meridional moisture
flux, that are very important in triggering ice melting.
Anticipated spring sea ice melting renders more efficient the absorption of enhanced
downward shortwave radiation during summer anticyclone events, in which downwelling
leads to adiabatic warming and reduced cloudiness. Wernli and Papritz 2018 [135] analysed
summer Arctic anticyclones and revealed that sea ice reduction is systematically enhanced
during these transient episodes. Moreover, the seasonal reduction of sea ice volume
correlates with the area-averaged frequency of summer Arctic anticyclones poleward
of 70°N (correlation coefficient of 0.57) [135]. According to Ogi and Wallace 2012 [81]
anomalous and sustained low-level winds associated with these anticyclones may also
contribute to enhanced export and mechanical break-up of thin ice. Furthermore, Papritz
2019 [86] showed elevated blocking frequency over the high Arctic in correspondence
of summer (JJA) warm extremes and demonstrated the dominant role of subsiding air
masses in this latter (Figure 1.8). Therefore, JAS2, whose mean duration (10 days) equals
that of summer anticyclones identified in Wernli and Papritz 2018 [135], is probably
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mainly caused by subsidence during blocking events. Presumably also AMJ2 is due to
the same dynamic. Wernli and Papritz 2018 [135] asserted that these anticyclones are
formed through injections of air masses with low potential vorticity into the Arctic upper
troposphere by lower latitude cyclones and that about half of this transport is associated
with intense latent heating in the cyclones’ cloud systems (warm conveyor belt).

A prominent role of anticyclonic anomalies in causing Arctic heatwaves is evident also
in autumn for clusters OND1 and OND2, and in winter for clusters SA and EA, that
together account for 86% of winter events.
Papritz 2019 [86] found that three types of air masses are important in producing winter
(DJF) warm extremes north to 80°N (Figure 1.8): subsiding (about 40%), diabatically
heated (typically in marine cold air outbreaks; about 40%) and poleward-moving warm
(about 20%) air masses. An interesting question is whether each different cluster reflect
primarily one of these dynamics or not. Here some considerations in favor of this
hypothesis are made, but more specific studies are necessary to draw conclusions in this
regard.
Even if warm advection from the Atlantic likely contributes, EA may be mostly due to
subsidence during blocking events given that its anticyclonic anomaly is centered over the
area with maximum positive anomaly of blocking frequency during winter warm extremes
[86]. Moreover, it is precisely in this area that subsiding air masses mainly originates, as
shown in Figure 1.9 (e).
Instead, marine cold air outbreaks (MCAOs) could be the major cause of SA through
the advection of cold Siberian air, warmed by strong upward sensible heat flux over the
Barents Sea (ice-free during all the year), to the North Pole. This path is consistent
with the position of the anticyclonic anomaly in SA (Figure 3.2) and with the results of
Papritz 2019 [86] shown in Figure 1.9 (d). Although to a lesser extent, another MCAO
path that could contribute in determining SA events is the one originating over Canada,
heated over the Atlantic and steered to the Arctic by the cyclonic anomaly peaked over
the Irminger Sea (Figure 3.2).
This latter North American MCAO path probably plays an important role also in cluster
OND3, together with transport of already warm air from southern and western Europe.
Indeed, OND3 presents a straight meridional path across the north-eastern Atlantic,
formed by the opposition of a cyclonic anomaly over the Irminger Sea and an anticyclonic
one over northern Europe, that is particularly suited for intrusions of warm and humid
air from lower latitudes (Figure 3.8). Also the warm anomaly position support this thesis.
Another cluster for which transport of already warm air masses from lower latitudes seems
to play a key role is C (Figure 3.2 and 3.3). In this case the most common mechanism
could be the joint action of an anticyclonic anomaly over central-northern Europe with
Atlantic and/or polar cyclonic systems. This interplay could be effective in transporting
warm moist air from southern North Atlantic and the Mediterranean region toward the
Eurasian sector of the Arctic, where the mean temperature anomaly is higher.
Furthermore, Ruggieri et al. [106] showed that blocking over Scandinavia can steer to the
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north the Atlantic storm track, strongly enhancing the meridional heat transport across
Greenland and Norwegian Seas. This process could be relevant for clusters OND3 and C.

As regards possible significant decadal variability in the occurrence of winter clusters
(Figure 3.4), preliminary observations suggest a negative correlation for EA and slight
positive correlation for SA with the Arctic Oscillation (AO) to be confirmed by ulterior,
more specific analyses. It would be interesting to investigate, on a more extended study
period, eventual relations with the Atlantic Multidecadal Oscillation (AMO), that is the
principal mode of variability in the Northern Hemisphere and has large influence on many
atmospheric phenomena (e.g. Dehai Luo et al. 2017 [66]; Li et al. 2018 [63]; Chen et al.
2020 [17]).
In the present study the succession of the different winter event types (Figure 3.4)
becomes more homogeneous in correspondence of the strong Arctic warming trend started
approximately in 2005 (Figure 2.1). So, another aspect to explore is whether temperature
trends can cause any changes in the frequency of occurrence of the different clusters.

Finally, another possible future work useful for further comprehend Arctic warm
extremes could be to consider also heatwaves with a lesser spatial extent then those
investigated in this thesis work and to classify the heatwaves on the base of their
temperature (instead that geopotential height) pattern anomaly. To do so, a heatwave
definition tailored for this purpose should be used. In particular, a modified version of
the definition designed by Stefanon et al. [122] (see Section 1.1) could be utilized. In
this new definition the grid-point threshold could be the seasonal 95th percentile of the
grid-point temperature anomaly, this latter calculated with the same procedure used
in the present study (i.e. with a time-varying climatology, see Section 1.2). Moreover
the spatial requirement designed by Stefanon et al. [122] (see Section 1.1), based on
squares of side L=3.75°, should be changed in order to be area-consistent across the
Arctic domain.
A classification of this kind could reveal whether events with a lesser spatial extent then
those investigated in this thesis work are important or not. Otherwise, it could confirm
the results obtained in this study.
Moreover, it could be performed on a broader domain in order to consider also continental
Arctic regions.
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5 | Conclusions

In the last decades the interest of the scientific community on Arctic warm extremes
has been growing due to their multiple (climatic, ecosystemic and socioeconomic) impacts
both on local and global scales. So far, these events have been studied mainly individually
or through their mean characteristics relative to a single season (mostly winter).
The objective of this study was to identify, separately for each of the four seasons, the
different large scale circulation drivers and the corresponding features (temperature
pattern, intensity, duration) of Arctic warm extremes.

A definition of Arctic heatwave (over the domain poleward to 75°N) was formulated
using temperature anomalies obtained from a time-dependent climatology designed by
Messori et al. 2018 [73] for identify Arctic warm extremes. A percentile threshold
and a minimum duration have been used as amplitude and persistence requirements,
respectively, in accordance with the most common structure of heatwave definitions in
scientific literature. According to this definition and using 2-m temperature data from
the last generation reanalysis ERA5 (produced by ECMWF) 180 heatwave events are
detected among all seasons in the period 1979-2019.
Then these events have been classified, for each single season, on the base of their 500-hPa
geopotential height anomaly patterns from 30°N to 90°N with a hierarchical clustering
algorithm in order to identify the different large scale circulation regimes typical of Arctic
heatwaves.

The principal findings are set out below.
From the winter (JFM) classification three different clusters emerge. Two of them
account for the vast majority of the events (44/51) and presents a 500-hPa geopotential
height anomaly dipole structure over the Arctic, formed by a pronounced high latitude
anticyclonic anomaly in the Eurasian sector and a cyclonic less marked one in the North
American sector. These two principal patterns differ essentially for a partial rotation
(∼ 70°) of the abovementioned geopotential dipole and are named on the base of the
anticyclonic pole’s position: in SA (Siberian anticyclonic) the positive geopotential
anomaly peaks over Severnaya Zemlya, favouring advection from Siberia, whereas in EA
(Eurasian anticyclonic) peaks over the Barents and Kara Seas and stretches toward the
Norwegian Sea, favouring advection from the Atlantic.
Both configurations show a strong warm anomaly peaked in the region between Svalbard,
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Franz Joseph Land and the North Pole, and an extensive smoother cold anomaly over
central and western Siberia. This temperature configuration resembles the well known
WACE (warm Arctic-cold Eurasia) pattern that characterized the winter seasons of the
last two decades and attracted considerable attention in the climate research community
because unexpected cold winters in Eurasia have caused severe damage to livelihoods
and socio-ecological systems (Nandintsetseg et al. 2018 [79]). The main temperature
differences are that in EA also European Russia experience a significant cooling and that
North America presents opposite (but not pronounced) temperature anomalies in the
two cases (positive in EA, negative in SA).
The third winter cluster is composed by 7 short-lived, less intense heatwaves and is
countersigned by the prevalent presence of cyclonic anomalies in the Arctic. Atlantic and
polar cyclonic activity may play a crucial role in causing its warm anomaly, located in
the Eurasian sector too.

The observation of the three winter patterns together with the results obtained by
Papritz 2019 [86] suggests that different clusters may correspond to different thermo-
dynamic evolution of the air masses that cause the temperature extreme, but further
studies are needed to verify this hypothesis.

As regards the other seasons, in all of them the cluster composed by the highest
number of heatwaves is characterized by an anticyclonic monopole over the high Arctic.
Therefore high latitude anticyclones result to be the main driver of Arctic heatwaves
(typically of above average duration) in all the four seasons.
Furthermore, both in spring (AMJ) and autumn (OND) another circulation regime results
important. This latter is dominated by a geopotential dipole structure over northern
Atlantic that determines a strong advection from the Atlantic to the high Arctic, in which
the warm anomaly reaches its maximum.

Heatwave duration and intensity result positively correlated (r > 0.6) in every single
season and the greater increment in intensity increasing duration is observed in winter.
There is a considerable difference in the intensities between the different seasons, with
winter (JFM) ones averagely more than three times greater than summer (JAS) ones.
Heatwaves with high magnitude, defined as the product of intensity and duration, occur
mainly in winter and autumn.

The temporal series of the different types of heatwave do not point out evident
periodicities or variations in the their frequency of occurrence during the study period
for spring, summer and autumn.
This cannot be said for winter: the first decade of the study period was dominated by EA
events, whereas the subsequent 10-15 years were characterize by SA heatwaves. Otherwise
the final part of the time series shows a more balanced succession of the three heatwaves
types. Further study are necessary to comprehend whether this decadal variations are
linked with any important climatic mode of variability (such as the Arctic Oscillation, as
a preliminary inspection suggests, or the Atlantic Multidecadal Oscillation) and whether
the temperature trend plays a relevant role.
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In order to answer these latter questions and to verify whether the different circulation
regimes identified here are stable on a longer temporal extent, it would be important to
repeat the analysis extending the study period further back in time.
Finally, another interesting work could be to see whether with preindustrial control (PIC)
simulations essentially the same classification is obtained, in order to understand whether
the heatwave circulation regimes are sensible to variations in the climate forcings or not.
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